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Abstract
We investigate the optical properties of arrays of closely spaced metal nanoparticles in view
of their potential to guide electromagnetic energy with a lateral mode confinement below the
diffraction limit of light. Finite-difference time-domain simulations of short arrays of noble
metal nanospheres show that electromagnetic pulses at optical frequencies can propagate along
the arrays due to near-field interactions between plasmon-polariton modes of adjacent
nanoparticles. Near-field microscopy enables the study of energy transport in these plasmon
waveguides and shows experimental evidence for energy propagation over a distance of 0.5 μm
for plasmon waveguides consisting of spheroidal silver particles fabricated using electron beam
lithography.
Introduction
The miniaturization of optical devices to size dimensions akin to their electronic counterparts
is a major goal of current research efforts in optoelectronics, photonics and semiconductor
manufacturing. A high integration of optical components allowing the fabrication of all-optical
chips for computing and sensing requires both a confinement of the guided optical modes to
small dimensions and the ability to route energy around sharp corners. Current technologies that
are driving a revolution in the fabrication of integrated optical components are planar
waveguides, optical fibers and photonic crystals, which can confine and guide electromagnetic
energy in spatial dimensions in the micron and sub-micron regime.
Whereas waveguides based on the principle of total internal reflection such as optical fibers
do not allow for the guiding of light around sharp corners with a bending radius considerably
smaller than the wavelength of light λ [1], engineering of defect modes in photonic crystals has
enabled the fabrication of defect waveguides with complex guiding geometries [2, 3]. The
further integration of active devices such as defect mode lasers into photonic crystals [4] will
ensure a prominent spot for this technology in the creation of optical chips.
The size and density of optical devices employing these technologies is nonetheless restricted
by the diffraction limit λ/2n of light, which imposes a lower size limit of a few hundred
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nanometers on the optical mode size. Thus, a size mismatch between highly integrated electronic
devices with lateral dimensions of a few tens of nanometers and optical guiding components
persists and needs to be overcome.
The diffraction limit for the guiding of electromagnetic energy can be overcome if the optical
mode is converted into a non-radiating mode that can be confined to lateral dimensions smaller
than the diffraction limit. Prominent examples that have been the focus of intense research over
the last couple of decades are surface plasmon-polaritons in metals. Plasmons are coherent
oscillations of the conduction electrons of the metal against the static positive background of the
metal ion cores. Whereas plasmons in bulk metal do not couple to light fields, a two-dimensional
metal surface can sustain plasmons if excited by light either via evanescent prism coupling or the
help of surface corrugations to ensure momentum matching [5]. Such surface plasmons
propagate as coherent electron oscillations parallel to the metal surface and decay evanescently
perpendicular to it. Thus, the electromagnetic energy is confined to dimensions below the
diffraction limit perpendicular to the metal surface. Corrugations can further act as lightscattering centers for surface plasmons, allowing for the fabrication of interesting optical devices
such as an all-optical transistor [6].
A further confinement of energy-guiding surface plasmon modes can be achieved using
metal nanowires instead of extended surfaces. In nanowires, the confinement of the electrons in
two dimensions leads to well-defined dipole surface plasmon resonances if the lateral dimensions
of the wire are much smaller than the wavelength of the exiting light. Thus, the optical properties
of metal nanowires can be optimized for particular wavelengths of interest, and non-regular cross
sections and coupling between closely spaced nanowires allow a further tuning of the optical
response [7, 8]. Indeed, the propagation of electromagnetic energy has been demonstrated along
noble metal stripes with widths of a few microns [9] and along nanowires with subwavelength
cross sections [10, 11], and propagation lengths of a few microns have been found. Related to
this principle is the interesting idea of one-dimensional negative dielectric core waveguides,
where metals instead of dielectric materials are used as the core in a waveguide with a cross
section below the diffraction limit [12].
Another intriguing nanoscale system that can sustain surface plasmons are metal
nanoparticles, and their interaction with light has been the focus of intense research in recent
years [13, 14]. In metal nanoparticles, the three-dimensional confinement of the electrons leads
to well-defined surface plasmon resonances at specific frequencies. From work on single noble
metal nanoparticles, it is well established that light at the surface plasmon resonance frequencies
interacts strongly with metal particles and excites a collective motion of the conduction
electrons, or plasmon [15]. These resonance frequencies are typically in the visible or infrared
part of the spectrum for gold and silver nanoparticles embedded in a variety of hosts. For
particles with a diameter much smaller than the wavelength λ of the exciting light, plasmon
excitations produce an oscillating electric dipole field resulting in a resonantly enhanced nonpropagating electromagnetic near-field close to the particle surface.
Recently, it has been suggested that near-field interactions between closely spaced metal
nanoparticles in regular one-dimensional particle arrays can lead to the coherent propagation of
electromagnetic energy along the arrays with lateral mode sizes below the diffraction limit [16].
For Au and Ag nanoparticles in air, group velocities for energy transport higher than the
saturated electron velocities in semiconductors and energy decay lengths of a couple of hundred
nanometers have been predicted. Furthermore, it was suggested that these so-called plasmon
waveguides can guide electromagnetic energy around sharp corners and tee structures, and an
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all-optical modulator based on interference operating below the diffraction limit was proposed
[17].
The use of ordered arrays of metal nanoparticles as plasmon waveguides is intriguing from
both a technology oriented and a fundamental point of view. Metal nanoparticles can be
fabricated using a wide arsenal of tools including electron beam lithography [18], colloidal
synthesis [19], self-assembly [20], and ion irradiation [21]. Recently, we observed a preferential
alignment of silver nanoclusters nucleated by 1 MeV Xe+ radiation in a silver ion rich glass upon
angular irradiation with a 30 MeV silicon ion beam at 77 K (Figure 1, [22]). Thus, ion beams
show the potential for large volume fabrication of anisotropically distributed metal nanoparticles,
and it is intriguing to investigate the optical properties of such arrays. Split plasmon bands
showing red-shifts of the plasmon resonance due to particle interactions into the near-infrared
were observed [22].

Figure 1. Plan view TEM image of a metal nanocluster sample under normal incidence. The
sample was irradiated with 1 MeV Xe and 30 MeV Si. An alignment of the Ag nanoclusters in
the beam direction indicated by the arrow is observed.
From a fundamental point of view, a study of plasmon waveguides provides insight into the
nature of optical near-fields and electromagnetic light-matter interactions on the nanoscale. The
strong dipolar coupling between metal nanoparticles can also serve as a model system for the
study of other dipole-coupled energy transfer structures such as quantum dot chains [23],
magnetic nanoparticle arrays [24], and coupled-resonator optical waveguides [25].
In this paper, we present results of our efforts to model and understand the properties of
ordered arrays of noble metal nanoparticles and assess their potential use as plasmon waveguides
for electromagnetic energy transport at optical frequencies below the diffraction limit of light.
The energy transport parameters such as group velocity and energy attenuation length are
determined from finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations of short arrays of spherical
noble metal nanoparticles. The optical properties of silver nanoparticle plasmon waveguides
fabricated using electron beam lithography are investigated, and a scheme for observing energy
transport along the nanoparticle arrays is presented. Further information about our efforts to
characterize plasmon waveguides [26-35] and experimental evidence for energy transport over
distances of about 500 nm [36] can be found in the literature.
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Simulations
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations solve the full set of Maxwell’s equations
on a grid and are a powerful method to model light-matter interactions in complex systems [37].
Using FDTD simulations, we analyzed the near-field interactions of regularly spaced Au
nanoparticles in air with an interparticle spacing d << λ, and direct evidence for optical pulse
propagation in locally excited plasmon waveguides was obtained.
The propagation of pulses through plasmon waveguides consisting of 50 nm Au spheres with
a center-to-center spacing of 75 nm in air was examined by driving a local dipole source placed
before the first particle with a pulse centered at the resonance energy E0 = 2.4 eV of a single
metal nanoparticle, corresponding to the k = π
waveguide mode with the highest group
2d
velocity [35]. The width of the pulses was chosen to be 95 % of the bandwidth of the dispersion
relation for each polarization in order to keep the pulse length of 30 fs well within the total
simulation time of 125 fs. The upper inset of Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the x-component of
the electric field in the xy-plane for longitudinal polarization on a linear color scale. The
periodicity of the field distribution along the chain confirms that the pulse is centered around the
k =π
mode corresponding to a wavelength of 4 particle spacings. An analogous snapshot for
2d
the y-component of the electric field for transverse polarization is shown in the lower inset. The
main part of Figure 2 shows the pulse position, defined as the location of maximum field
amplitude, over time for both longitudinal (black squares) and transverse (black triangles)
excitation. Linear fits of the datasets yield values for the group velocities of v *gL = 1.7 × 10 7 m/s
*
and v gT
= 5.7 × 10 6 m/s , in good agreement with the estimates vgL and vgT from a point-dipole

model [32] ( v gL = 0.94 × v *gL and v gT = 1.15 × v *gT ).
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Figure 2: Pulsed local excitation of plasmon waveguides. The plot shows the pulse peak
positions over time in a plasmon waveguide consisting of spherical particles for both
longitudinal (black squares) and transverse (black triangles) polarization. The spheres along the
ordinate indicate the position of the Au nanoparticles. Snapshots of the x (y) – component of the
electric field in the xy-plane for longitudinal (transverse) polarization are shown in the upper
(lower) inset.
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The energy decay lengths can be obtained from the pulse propagation simulations by
monitoring the pulse height expressed as the maximum field amplitude at the center of each
nanoparticle as shown in Figure 3 for longitudinal polarization (black line). The energy decay
lengths are α L* = 6dB/280nm and α T* = 6dB/86nm for longitudinal and transverse polarization,
respectively. Both are between a factor 2-3 higher than the energy decay lengths calculated using
the point-dipole model with a plasmon decay time τ = 4 fs [32]. This discrepancy may be due to
the finite size of our waveguide, resulting in a discrete spectrum of allowed modes. Nevertheless,
these FDTD calculations quantitatively confirm the possibility of using plasmon waveguides for
information transport with vg > 0.01c. Figure 3 also shows results for a plasmon waveguide with
the first two particles after the source was removed (red dataset), resulting in a decreased pulse
height at the last particle by about a factor 10. This directly confirms that the guiding is due to
particle interactions.
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Figure 3: Energy decay during pulse propagation in plasmon waveguides. The plot shows the
maximum field amplitudes of a longitudinally polarized pulse monitored at the source position
and at the center of each nanoparticle (black line) traveling through a plasmon waveguide. Also
shown is data for a plasmon waveguide with the first two particles removed (red line), resulting
in a decreased pulse height inside the last particle. The initial drop after the source is partly due
to the point-dipole-like nature of the source.
The previous analysis dealt exclusively with spherical particles. The energy guiding
properties of plasmon waveguides can be optimized by a change in particle geometry to nonspherical particles as suggested by calculations based on extensions of the Mie-theory to
ellipsoidal particles [32]. Rod-shaped nanoparticles with their long axis oriented perpendicular to
the waveguide chain axis show an increased interparticle coupling compared to spherical
particles that have the same particle volume and center-to-center spacing, as shown in reference
[32]. Additionally, gold nanorods with an aspect ratio of 3:1 were shown to exhibit an increase in
plasmon decay time τ by about a factor 2-3 due to a resonance shift away from the interband
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transition edge [38]. The waveguide properties of metal nanoparticle arrays can thus be
optimized by tuning the particle geometry, and group velocities for energy transport of about
0.1c should be achievable.
Experiments
The plasmon waveguides used in this analysis of energy transport consisted of rod-shaped
Ag nanoparticles with dimensions of 90 nm x 30 nm x 30 nm and a surface-to-surface spacing of
50 nm between adjacent particles. The long axes of the individual nanoparticles were oriented
perpendicular to the waveguide chain axis in order to allow for an increased near-field coupling
between the particles as described in [32]. The structures were fabricated using electron beam
lithography with lift-off on ITO coated quartz slides, which allowed for a good control over
particle size and spacing. The inset of Figure 4 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a
plasmon waveguide of this geometry. In order to determine the plasmon resonances of the
fabricated structures with a high signal-to-noise ratio using far-field spectroscopy, a large
number of plasmon waveguides were arranged in a 100 μm x 100 μm grid with a grating
constant of 1 μm as depicted in Figure 5b. Cross talk between different waveguides is negligible
for this grating constant [29]. This way, far-field extinction spectra on these arrays probe the
near-field coupling between the nanoparticles comprising each waveguide only and reflect thus
the properties of individual plasmon waveguides.
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Figure 4: Far-field extinction spectrum of Ag nanoparticle chains and non-interacting particles.
The far-field extinction spectrum of a plasmon waveguide consisting of Ag nanorods with a 3:1
aspect ratio and a surface-to-surface spacing of 50 nm between adjacent particles shows a
plasmon resonance peak shift to higher energies (red triangles and Lorentz fit) compared to the
extinction spectrum of isolated, non-interacting particles (black squares and Lorentz fit). The
exciting light was polarized along the long axis of the nanorods, perpendicular to the particle
chain axis. The inset shows an SEM micrograph of the plasmon waveguide under study.
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Figure 4 shows the far-field extinction spectrum of the fabricated plasmon waveguides taken
under normal incidence white light illumination with a spot size of 100 μm and a polarization
along the long axis of the nanoparticles and thus perpendicular to the waveguide chain axis (red
data points). Also shown is the extinction spectrum of a grid of single Ag nanoparticles of the
same geometry with an interparticle spacing of 1 μm, for which the interparticle coupling is
negligible (black data points). The total area density of nanoparticles is lower in this case,
leading to an overall smaller signal. The single particle extinction spectrum peaks at 2.18 eV for
a polarization along the long particle axis, corresponding to a resonance wavelength of 570 nm.
The extinction spectrum of the plasmon waveguide shows a resonance shift of about 100 meV to
higher energies due to near-field coupling between the particles, in agreement with the numerical
simulations [32]. According to these simulations, a resonance shift of 100 meV should translate
into a maximum energy attenuation length on the order of 6 dB/200 nm for an excitation at the
single particle resonance at 2.18 eV, at which the energy transfer in a plasmon waveguide is most
efficient.
In order to directly observe signs of energy transport in the fabricated plasmon waveguides, a
local excitation of a non-zero wave vector k is necessary as opposed to an in-phase excitation of
the particle arrays as a whole at k = 0 using far-field illumination. To accomplish this, the tip of
an illumination mode near-field optical microscope (Nanonics NSOM-100) was used as a local
excitation source for nanoparticles in plasmon waveguides. Light from a dye laser at a
wavelength of 570 nm, corresponding to the single particle resonance, was used in order to
excite the mode of least damping. The light was coupled into a multimode optical fiber attached
to the Al-coated NSOM tip used for excitation. Figure 5a shows a schematic of our principle of
excitation and energy transport detection.
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Figure 5: Near-field optical microscopy excitation and energy transport detection of plasmon
waveguides. a) Sketch of the experiment. Light emanating from the tip of an illumination-mode
near-field optical microscope (NSOM) locally excites a plasmon waveguide. The waveguide
guides the electromagnetic energy to a fluorescent nanosphere, and the fluorescence intensity for
varying tip positions is collected in the far-field. b) SEM micrograph of a 100 x 100 μm grid
consisting of Ag plasmon waveguides.
Power transport away from the directly excited nanoparticles of the plasmon waveguide is
probed via the placement of polystyrene nanospheres filled (Molecular Probes Fluospheres F8801, diameter 110±8 nm) with fluorescent molecules in close proximity to the waveguide
structure. For this, the electron beam fabricated plasmon waveguide sample was coated with a
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thin poly-lysine layer, and the nanospheres were subsequently randomly deposited from an
aqueous solution. The fluorescent dyes used show a strong absorption peaking at 580-590 nm
near the plasmon resonance wavelength of a single fabricated Ag particle and emit radiation
peaking at 610 nm, which is detected in the far-field using a band pass filter and an avalanche
photodiode. This scheme enables the observation of energy transport in the following way: first,
energy is transferred from the illuminating tip to the plasmon waveguide. The excitation
subsequently propagates along the nanoparticle structure and excites a fluorescent nanosphere
placed on top of a waveguide at a sufficient distance from the excitation source. Energy transport
would result in dye emission even when the tip is located away from the dye, and thus would
manifest itself in an increased spatial width of the fluorescence spot of a nanosphere attached to a
plasmon waveguide compared to a single free nanosphere.
The left panel of Figure 6 shows the spatial intensity variation in the waveguide direction of
fluorescent nanospheres located at a distance (A, B) and on top of plasmon waveguides (WG1,
WG2). Gaussian fits to the data for both the control spheres (black and red lines and data points)
and the two spheres attached to plasmon waveguides (green and blue lines and data points) are
included. The control nanospheres A and B were scanned before and after scanning the
waveguide structures, and in both cases show similar fluorescent full widths at half maximum
(FWHM) of 174±17 and 193±23 nm. Analyses of additional control spheres yielded similar
widths of 160±12, 205±13, and 188±17 nm, respectively. This confirms that the tip profile did
not change appreciably during the scans. By contrast, the fluorescent spots WG1 and WG2 of the
nanospheres attached to the plasmon waveguides show a FWHM of 329±14 and 343±27 nm,
respectively. The resulting average fluorescence spot FWHM of control spheres is 185±38 nm,
while the average width of nanospheres on waveguides is 336±30 nm. The broadening of the
fluorescence spots due to the presence of the plasmon waveguide is thus 151±48 nm.
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Figure 6: Evidence for energy transport in plasmon waveguides via the width of the
fluorescence intensity of fluorescent nanospheres. Nanospheres WG1 and WG2 located on top of
plasmon waveguides show an increased spatial width in the waveguide direction only compared
to single nanospheres A and B located at a distance (left graph). Perpendicular to the waveguide
direction, no broadening due to the presence of the plasmon waveguide is observed (right graph).
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If the observed broadening of the fluorescent width of waveguide nanospheres is due to
transport of electromagnetic energy along the waveguide, no difference in FWHM between
control and waveguide nanospheres is expected in the direction perpendicular to the waveguide
axis. Indeed, the fitted FWHMs in this direction are found to be equal within the fit error, giving
364±36 nm for control A and B and 352±40 nm for the waveguide nanospheres WG1 and WG2
as shown in Figure 6 (right panel). Note that these values are rather large due to the shape of the
tip aperture.
The increase in the width of the nanosphere fluorescence of about 150 nm for spheres
attached to a plasmon waveguide structure can be attributed to local excitation of the plasmon
waveguide followed by energy transport along the waveguide toward the fluorescent dye
particle. This type of excitation is known to dominate over excitation by direct scattering of the
exciting radiation from individual nanoparticles [32]. From Figure 6 it is clear that for a
freestanding nanosphere the fluorescence signal decreases below the dark noise level if the tip is
located approximately 200 nm away from the sphere center, while a fluorescent nanosphere
attached to a plasmon waveguide can be excited from distances up to 500 nm via the plasmon
waveguide. Our results thus provide direct evidence for energy transport over this distance. To
obtain quantitative information on the energy decay length we have performed exponential fits
on the tails of the fluorescence intensity of the waveguide nanospheres at distances >200 nm
away from the nanosphere center. At this distance excitation via the plasmon waveguide
dominates over direct dye excitation. These fits yield a decay length of 6 dB/195±28 nm, which
is in excellent agreement with the estimate of 6 dB/200 nm obtained from our far-field
measurements and theoretical predictions.
Summary
Using both numerical finite-difference time-domain simulations and near-field optical
experiments, we have firmly established the possibility of using arrays of closely spaced metal
nanoparticles as plasmon waveguides for the transport of electromagnetic energy below the
diffraction limit of light. Such waveguides could be used as energy concentrators attached to
conventional dielectric waveguides to channel energy to nanoscale or molecular detectors and
allow for the fabrication of highly integrated optical circuits.
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